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 Love it.! This is a beautiful book. Physically, it really is large and is filled up with gorgeous photos of
different constitute looks, tutorials, models, etc. It's a great coffee table book even though you are
not really into constitute technique. That said, I bought this book for the make up tutorials and was
so pleased to find that it is a lot more - Aucoin gives a great intro and the start of the book targets
tools, face designs, what looks best, etc. It's loaded with interesting info. Kevyn's advise and
assistance is used by a lot of today's MUAs and Internet makeup gurus.. Everytime I open up the
cover, I discover myself lingering on the book, engrossed again in old chapters..With that said,
people who have a grasp of how to do makeup can take a pass. Love his style I didn’t become
thinking about makeup techniques until I turned 50..definitely check this out in case you are
interested in constitute application, techniques or seeing how among the (past due) great masters
did it. Good book (but not as effective as Bobbi Brown's) I like that book focuses on specific looks
and that every look has an associated photo.I personally love this reserve also because I am
beginning to draw my very own facecharts which help me to observe how an expert like Kevin
represent a make-up look with the pencil.. It an excellent book, and you'll definitely learn some stuff,
but if it had been between this publication and Bobbi Brown's book, I'd select Bobbi Brown's since it
gives more particular details and is generally more helpful. CULT BOOK! Now that the 90s are
back, Kevyn's photos for his make-up looks are all of a sudden trendy again. I truthfully wish that I
acquired a big table or shelf to display it on. The transformation images were beautiful, I wish the
diagrams had pictures of real eye and lips rather than cartoonish like images however the time this
reserve came out it is understandable why they had those kind of images. Nevertheless, if you
need inspiration for say, your 1990s costume or a tutorial completed by picture you should grab this
book. Ideal to learn about an iconic person in the industry and its own work.- The how-to is not with
images but with sketches drawn by the author, so could not be ideal for a person who wants to
apply eyeshadow for the first time in life. I do recommend the reserve for people with a enthusiasm
for the market and/or people with intermediate to advanced makeup skills for another reasons:- It is
more textual than a just beginner book.- As the how-tos are sketches, are great for intermediate to
advanced skilled people who want to focus on their sketch drawing methods. However, the step-by-
step instructions are carried out using drawings, and I believe it would be simpler to follow the
directions if there is a picture with each step (like in Bobbi Brown's book). Great publication, definitely
a reserve a beginner may learn ... He had a instruction on how to contour your face a complete
generation before it was appreciated. "Building Faces" is a #CultBook. This book must not be your
sole source as a newbie in make-up or you can get puzzled but it should be in your best 5 make-
up books you ought to have. Overall though this is a good book and testament to Kevyn Aucoins
work. He spent some time working with a plethora of supermodels and superstars of all ethnicities
and he brings his guidelines alive in this publication. That's where You Start Making Faces is a
starting point for many which are curious about make-up, myself included. Subsequent chapters
break down different searches for different events. This book will not give you a lot of advanced
techniques into make up artistry (such as special results) but is crucial have in your beauty library..
A good book for those who like make up I purchased this for my child, and she loves it. The legacy
of Kevyn Aucoin. I'm still impressed by his Marilyn Monroe search for Priscilla Presley. Great
publication, definitely a publication a beginner can learn from and keep as a espresso table
book.Making Faces is one particular makeup tomes you have to pass on to the next budding make-
up enthusiast. I gave my duplicate to my niece once Kevyn taught me the means of contouring and
best smoky eye shadow.! Iconic book in applying makeup! The past due Kevyn Aucoin is a pioneer
in the makeup industry but still has an immense effect on the world of makeup to this day. He's an
Icon of his field. Today his work continues to be just as relevant since it was because the year



2001. Value the money. Traditional Makeup application ideas and tricks. There are some pretty
iconic photos in this reserve together with his instructions on how to recreate the look. I found the
guidelines for the various looks an easy task to follow although I've yet to really try out a few of the
intense looks. The webpages in this reserve are beautiful and if you love makeup as much as I do
that is definitely the publication for you. I really do not regret buying this book one bit. Greatest for
Intermediate to advanced.) The photography is fantastic and the guidelines for different methods are
pretty clearly broken down. what I love most about any of it is that the author doesn't claim . I am a
constitute and product junkie but really not the type to get a book about it - which is so funny bc
I've referenced this reserve a million times through the years for different concepts for fun events -
New Year's, a masquerade party or simply to switch things up just a little.. This book has
information and pictures on how best to do basic constitute, as well as more elaborate appears.
what I love most about any of it is that the author doesn't claim to have a particular technique or
that his method is better than others, but encourages the reader to enjoy with color. It addresses
the basic of skincare and constitute and provides photos so that you can see how to use the
constitute and recreate the looks. Some most likely don't even understand their source. Wonderful
Book! Great for teens aswell! Great condition beautiful artistry Love this book appears great
displayed in my makeup space and I love the books timeless makeup looks . Five Stars Fantastic.
Kevyn Auchincloss was ahead of his period. There are various makeup looks to select from to
produce a flawless appearance.. Kevin’s book is illustrated perfectly for beginners and
Professionals. It really is .Beautiful book, superb tutorials - so very much fun to read! And I’ve
recommended it to many friends A must for a make up enthusiast Among my all time beloved go to
constitute books. A traditional. Everyone venturing into constitute should have this within their
collection. This reserve covers basics very well. Provides lots of guidelines for constitute (because I
cannot help her - I know nothing about this stuff! If you're a beginner to novice and on the fence
about this book I will suggest you buy it, if you are a pro I recommend you buy it as well there are
so many glamorous images it provides something for everyone. For a person who likes constitute
and glamour and all of the rest of this jazz (I don't but she does) it's an excellent book. This book is
not what I expected. I’m happy his was my initial book purchase on the subject.. It would also be
wonderful if there have been helpful little ideas and bullet points along the way, but perhaps that
didn't really turn into a trend before 2000's. This book isn't what I expected. It is older and the make-
up methods, tips and style are from the 70's, 80's and early 90's. Old fashion make up. Two Stars
Too basic just view youtube
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